
Eat Smarter 
and 

Live Better
With Our Nutrition & 

Portion Control Visual 
Guides & Accessories

Experience the Precise Portions range of products

The Go-Healthy  
Travel Line
Keep your health on the fast track when you leave 
the house. Our on-the-go line ensures that all of your 
mobile meals and snacks are portioned to meet your 
every nutritional need. Goodbye impulse-buy guilt! 
Easy professional portion control is at your fingertips 
with our handy, lightweight travel line. BPA-free, 
microwave & dishwasher safe with snap-tight lids.

The Lifestyle Line
Our stylish and innovative range of visual portion-
control systems guarantee that you and your family 
get professional nutritional guidance with every meal 
and snack. No need to measure or weigh a thing, 
simply invest in our fuss-free line to optimize your 
health and expertly manage your weight.

The Eco Compostable  
Picnic Line 
Stay in Mother Nature’s good books, by investing in 
our 100% compostable range. Al Fresco eating just 
got ethical with our 100% recyclable fiber products – 
the perfect portion-control system for BBQ’s, picnics, 
church or office functions and garden parties.

The Show ‘N’ Tell Nutrition 
Learning System for Kids
Start your child on the right path to a lifetime of 
smart nutrition. Our bright and brilliant visual 
learning kids’ line makes healthy eating fun and 
engaging. And our fun cartoon caricatures make 
learning about nutrition child’s play! 

Visit www.preciseportions.com today for a simple, stylish and savvy way 
to effortlessly enhance your health and expertly manage your weight.



Experience the joy of taking control The precise portions plating system is easy and inexpensive

Portion Control Plate
Our essential line includes the ‘Lifestyle Plate’ designed to stylishly cater to any occasion – from date night to candle-lit 
social soirees. The ‘Focus Plate’ has elegantly printed nutritional guidelines, to point you in the right direction daily.

Portion Control Bowl
Many of us are guilty of over-filling our bowls and therefore 
our bellies. Take the stress out of cereals, salads and soups 
with our easy portion management bowls.

Portion Control Drinking Glasses
You can sip happy with our portion control glasses to guide 
you and your family on every beverage.

Eat & Learn System Discs
A staple of the Precise Portions® line is our popular go-
to menu planner with expert nutrition advice to consult 
and inspire daily. Forget rotating the same meals week in, 
week out – we show you how to mix it up for a healthier, 
hassle-free life.

Show ‘N’ Tell Nutrition Learning  
For Kids
Start them early with the most vital lessons in life – how 
eat healthy. Our Show ‘N’ Tell line is cleverly designed to 
put the fun into eating and the play into learning.

Non-starchy veggies 
(2 servings per meal)

Lean meat or meat substitutes (1 
serving per meal)

Starch or grains 
(2 servings per meal)

1 1/2 cups

1 cup low fat milk OR raw veggies

1/2 cup fruit OR cooked cereal

8 fluid oz for low fat milk/
substitute OR 100% veggie 
juice OR water

4 fluid oz for fruit juices

www.PrecisePortions.com

Do you find that despite choosing all the ‘right’ foods, and 
keeping up an active lifestyle, you’re still not getting the 
results that you expect? The fact is, most people – even those 
with the purest intentions and widest of knowledge – are 
getting their portions all wrong. Latest research and expert 
findings in the nutrition sphere tell us that eating correctly 
is not about cutting out specific foods, or even necessarily 
eating less. It is about combining the food groups at every 
sitting in a precise formula for the body to optimally thrive. 
The results?

 _ Balanced blood sugar levels

 _ A faster rate of metabolism

 _ Healthy weight loss

 _ Increased energy levels

 _ Helping to cover you and your family’s nutritional needs

 _ Keeping you and your family’s weight in an ideal, healthy 
range

Forget about restricting food groups, dangerous slimming 
pills and fad diets. Investing in the Precise Portions® visual 
aids line is a step up to smarter nutrition, a healthier lifestyle 
and professionally supported weight management. 

The Precise Portions® systems come with an elegant expert 
guide mapped out on each plate, dish and glass. You simply 
fill each section with the allocated food type, and enjoy your 
meal in the knowledge that you are effortlessly managing 
your weight, alongside an endless list of other vital health 
benefits. It is like having a nutritional expert there to guide you 
every day!

Our expert visual aids take the bother, stress and guesswork 
out of weight management and optimal nutrition. With 
Precise Portions, healthy eating instantly becomes a no-
fuss, simple and enjoyable experience, knowing that each 
meal and snack that you serve yourself and your family gets 
the health professional thumbs up. And what’s more, we 
don’t believe in sacrificing style - our products look elegant, 
timeless and dinner-party ready.

This is an essential visual toolkit for every health conscious 
kitchen, from bustling families to social butterflies. Having 
professional assistance in view as you build each meal means 
that portion control becomes engrained in your lifestyle and 
routine.

With the Precise Portions® systems you have expert advice 
at your fingertips. Who knew dinnerware could be so 
powerful?


